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ArtScience Museum 

"Curiosity, Inspiration & Expression"

Fusing two very different subject matters, the ArtScience Museum

explores the relationship between art and science through a series of

exciting and interactive exhibits. The museum has three permanent

galleries – "Curiosity," "Inspiration" and "Expression" – and also hosts

world-class touring exhibits, educational talks from the curators, and

hands-on workshops suitable for all ages. With its environmentally-

friendly functions and gorgeous design, the museum itself is a great

achievement of the union of art and science. The ArtScience Museum is

located in a white, lotus-shaped building connected to the Marina Bay

Sands complex.

 +65 6688 8328  www.marinabaysands.co

m/ArtScienceMuseum/

 MuseumEnquiries@Marina

BaySands.com

 6 Bayfront Avenue, Marina

Bay Sands, Singapore
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Yavuz Fine Art 

"Art Lovers' Paradise"

Operating since 2010, Yavuz Fine Art is a popular art gallery in Singapore.

The spacious gallery is known for exhibiting contemporary art by famed

local artists. Well-known artists like Jakai Siributr, Navin Rawanchaikul,

Shadi Ghadirian and others have exhibited their artworks here. This

gallery doesn't recognize itself with any particular styles and hence always

has some element of surprise through its exhibitions. So, this is the must-

go-to place for all the art connoisseurs. The exhibitions keep on changing

at regular intervals, it is recommended to check their website to know

about the current exhibits.

 +65 6734 3262  yavuzgallery.com/  info@yavuzgallery.com  9 Lock Road, Suite Number

02-23, Singapore
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Taksu 

"Arty Affair"

If you are an art aficionado, Taksu is the place you should head to. The

spacious art gallery belongs to the Taksu Art Gallery chain which has two

other locations in Kuala Lumpur and Bali. This art gallery is popular for

exhibiting contemporary art installations by upcoming local talents.

Besides being a platform for the talented local artists, Taksu has exhibited

works by international artists like Brad Munro, Abu Fattah and others. All

art connoisseurs are in for a visual treat as they visit here.

 +65 6476 4788  taksu.com/singapore/  sing@taksu.com  43 Jalan Merah Saga, Suite

01-72, Singapore
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